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ABSTRACT
Umapathi, Udayan M.S.E.C.E., Purdue University, December 2014. Realization and
evaluation of a 3-Degrees-Of-Freedom mouse model. Major Professors: Niklas E.
Elmqvist and Vijay Raghunathan.
Kinesiology research has shown that translation and rotation are inseparable actions in the real world. Motivated by this fact, this thesis explores a model for
the computer mouse, the new addition being rotational input about vertical axis of a
mouse. We realize our model through Mushaca, a 3-degrees-of-freedom mouse (3DOF
mouse) that can sense rotation (ΘZ), in addition to sensing XY planar translation
(ΔX, ΔY). The thesis presents two realizations of Mushaca – namely a MEMS version
that uses accelerometer and gyroscope, and an optical sensor version that uses two
optical sensors. Through a controlled user study we try to ﬁnd out if that rotation is
an useful input modality in pointing devices. The user study shows that in general
rotation is a useful input modality, but it excels a standard mouse only in certain
scenarios. Through the user study we also study the eﬀect of the rotating coordinate
system of the mouse and also how users adapt to this changing frame of reference
through kinesthetic learning.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The mouse has been a standard component of the graphical user interface since its
invention more than 40 years ago. However, many tasks, such as steering, drawing,
calligraphy, and manipulation of 3D objects and maps often require more than two
degrees of freedom for manipulation [1]. A common approach to achieve this is
either through pure software techniques such as sliders and turn handles, or through
combinations with other devices such as the keyboard. However, the fairly high
spatial oﬀset as well as the low degree of compatibility between how the instrument
is moved and how the object of interest responds [2] result in increased mental eﬀort
and completion times. Even integrating physical controls onto the mouse, such as
additional buttons [3, 4] or a physical wheel that can be rolled [5, 6], is problematic
because moving the mouse while interacting with these controls engages diﬀerent
muscle groups, causing awkwardness and delay.
Through this thesis work, we introduce Mushaca, a 2D pointing device similar to a
mouse that can also directly sense rotation around the vertical axis as a third degree of
freedom (3DOF). We motivate the design of the Mushaca using research in kinesiology
that has demonstrated that translation and rotation are inseparable actions in the
physical world [7–9]: twisting your hand while moving it across a surface is both a
natural and an eﬀortless action. Furthermore, rotation is a largely untapped modality
for the mouse ever since Engelbart’s inception of the device [4], and allows software
applications to adopt a control mechanism that has a higher degree of compatibility [2]
than most other devices for many 3DOF tasks. We present two realizations of the
Mushaca concept: an optical version that uses a pair of optical navigation sensors,
and a MEMS version that employs a 3-axis accelerometer and a gyroscope.
To validate the utility of rotational input and devices like the Mushaca, we also
present results from several controlled experiments involving human participants us-
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ing the device to perform various 3DOF tasks with and without a standard mouse
as a baseline. Our tasks include maneuvering an object through a curved tunnel,
matching two shapes in two dimensions, and matching two cubes in three dimensions. For each task, we compare the time taken for completion with Mushaca versus
a standard mouse with a physical scroll wheel. Our results show that rotational input
is beneﬁcial, yielding an average of 35% lower completion time for each task when
performed using the Mushaca device.
Rotating a mouse also rotates its coordinate system, which changes the meaning
of translational (left/right versus up/down) motion. This in turn creates a mismatch
between frames of reference in visual (display) and motor (device) space [10] that
may pose a problem for a device where rotation is an input modality, such as the
Mushaca. Furthermore, not only must the user correct for this mismatch, which can
be cognitively demanding, but large wrist angles resulting from such rotation may
also be physically uncomfortable. To study both of these phenomena, we conducted
an in-depth experiment studying the error associated with both of these cognitive and
physical loads on the user. Our results show, not surprisingly, that pointing errors
increase as wrist angles grow due to heightened cognitive and physical load. However,
we also ﬁnd that giving visual feedback of movement direction largely eliminates these
errors despite such loads.
In addition to the direct use of rotational input for tasks involving rotation, a
number of other possibilities such as – use of rotational input for zoom level in maps
and picture viewers, and mode selection in graphical applications becomes possible.
Algorithms developed for MEMS based Mushaca and Optical Mushaca stimulate the
development of new interaction paradigms such as gesture recognition and augmentation of ﬁngers with sensors for tabletop and surface computers. We leave such
exploration as future work derived from the work done towards this thesis.
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2. RELATED WORK
Despite the introduction of a host of novel input devices, mouse still continues to
be the dominant input device for personal computers since its invention by Douglas
Engelbart [4]. Reasons for this is its form factor, stability, button position and familiarity [11]. However, two-dimensional pointing is not always suﬃcient; augmenting
the mouse with new input streams such as scroll-wheel to provide additional degrees
of freedom has been shown to be beneﬁcial and improve performance of user [12].

2.1

Multi-DOF Devices
Several devices supporting multiple additional degrees of freedom have been pro-

posed. The Rockin’Mouse, a 4DOF (ΔX, ΔY , ΘX, ΘY ) introduced by Balakrishnan
et al. [11] primarily concentrates on the use of 4 degrees of freedom to manipulate
objects in 3D. Although it demonstrates the need for a single device that performs
well in 2D as well as 3D, it does not take advantage of the rotation on a 2D plane.
Hinckley et al. [13] proposed a 6DOF mouse, ‘The Video Mouse’ which retains the
form factor of a mouse. It uses a camera and relies on vision algorithms to sense the
six degrees of freedom (Δ X, Δ Y, ΔZ, ΘX, ΘY , ΘZ). Like the Rockin’Mouse [11],
the VideoMouse retains the form of a conventional mouse because of the stability
it oﬀers and also due to the reclutching mechanism to extend its range [11, 13].
Although the VideoMouse oﬀers 6 degrees of freedom, lifting the mouse from the 2D
plane is interpreted as reclutching gesture, sacriﬁcing the Z-axis translation. Hence
Hinckley et al. [13] propose the use of a modiﬁer key to enable the interpretation of
the lift as Z-axis translation. Futhermore, rotation around the vertical axis is not
sensed by the VideoMouse.
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2.2

3DOF Devices
Adding only a single additional degree of freedom to a mouse is often suﬃcient, and

the now-standardized scroll wheel is one example of this. Venolia’s 3DOF mouse [6]
uses a roller to provide the third degree of freedom. The introduction of an additional
roller controlled by thumb becomes questionable due to physical burden on ﬁngers and
carpel tunnel syndrome [14]. Venolia introduced a new 3D cursor controlled through
the 3DOF mouse for positioning and manipuating objects in 3D [6]. However, using
the roller while dragging of mouse is shown to be cumbersome and unnatural [14]. In
contrast, the rotation gesture for Mushaca is much more integrated and thus natural,
building on kinesiology results emphasizing the close relationship between translation
and rotation of the hand [7–9].
An early demonstration of a 3DOF mouse (Δ X, Δ Y, Θ Z) was shown by MacKenzie et al. [14]. The 3DOF mouse created by them uses two mechanical balls to sense
rotation. Naturally, the sensing mechanisms used to track mouse motion have advanced signiﬁcantly since then. Optical sensors (Led illuminated and Laser illuminated) have replaced mechanical balls. Mushaca, the 3DOF mouse we introduce,
uses a pair of optical sensors or a combination of MEMS accelerometer and MEMS
gyroscope for measuring translation and rotation. The optical version of Mushaca is
similar to the two-ball mouse in terms of how sensors are positioned and rotation is
sensed. The authors of the paper mention the need for having rotation in graphic
and drawing programs where being able to chnage orientations will be useful. Advancements in computing technology has made a desktop computer commonplace and
there are many tasks beyond just drawing programs which can beneﬁt from rotation.
As a part of this thesis, we cover one application covering 2D manipulations, 3D
manipulations and steering objects as general use case for rotation.
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2.3

Beyond the Mouse
Many devices, primarily touchscreen and handheld, entirely forego indirect point-

ing devices such as the mouse in favor of touch interaction and related technologies,
where rotation and translation is easily integrated [8].
Moscovich and Huges [15] introduce two versions of cursor controlled through ﬁngers on a touchpad, allowing simultaneous control of multiple properties of graphical
objects, which is not possible with a conventional XY mouse. They demonstrate
the use of multiple ﬁngers on touchpad devices to simultaneously move, rotate and
change the scale of an object on another screen. Mushaca allows similar simultaneous
rotation and translation of objects. The rotation input from Mushaca could be used
to control the scale of an image or orientation of object which has been demonstrated
by Moscovich through the Similarity Cursor [15].
Finally, Ni et al. [16] explore simultaneously available multiple degrees of freedom
in Pen-Based interaction techniques. Rolling of the pen in addition to movement on
a plane is used to provide functionality such as scroll, changing thickness of the curve
while drawing and to control zoom level in maps.

2.4

User Study
Introduction of innumerable interaction design schemes and devices makes it dif-

ﬁcult for a user to choose from since not all are usable [17]. Introduction of any new
device hence demands the need for proving the usability through user study.
Engelbart et al. [4] studied the mean pointing times and error rate in a text
manipulation for mouse in comparison with devices like lighten, Grafacon tablet,
joysticks and found mouse to be the fastest among all the devices. Card, English and
Burr [18] evaluated mouse against joysticks, step keys and text keys for a text selection
task. Card et al. also gave a theoretical account of their study based on Fitt’s Law [19,
20], which has deﬁned the way human-computer interaction research is being pursued.
Fitt’s Law is a good ﬁt for modeling target acquisition tasks, however in modern day
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computing many tasks such as drawing, navigation and gaming are trajectory based.
An appropriate model for evaluating trajectory based tasks is Steering Law [1, 21].
A steering task is moving along a normally constrained trajectory [1, 21]. We opted
not to perform a rigorous Fitts Law [19, 20, 22] or Steering Law [1, 21] experiment for
the Mushaca because we were primarily interested in practical usage of the device.
However, our informal testing indicates that an angular formulation of Fitts Law [14]
could be applied to the Mushaca.
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3. PROTOTYPE HARDWARE AND SENSING
To evaluate the usability of rotation input in a mouse we created two Mushaca variants. One version of Mushaca uses a pair of optical navigation sensors, the other
version uses a MEMS accelerometer and a gyroscope. Irrespective of the sensors
used, both versions of Mushaca oﬀer similar functionality. Mushaca is interoperable
and consistent with a standard mouse, it provides all the functionality supported by a
standard mouse namely XY movement, Scroll input and Click Buttons. Additionally
Mushaca senses rotation gestures and inputs it through a separate channel.

3.1

Block Level Description of the System

Fig. 3.1. Block diagram of Mushaca
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Figure 3.1 gives the generic hardware architecture for the two realizations of our
Mushaca model. The transmitter unit represents the mouse and the receiver unit
represents its usb dongle. The transmitter and the receiver communicate over a
2.4GHz channel, which is accomplished through nRF24L01P low-power wireless module. Speciﬁcally, since the transmitter unit of the mouse is battery operated, power
is of paramount importance. The receiver end plugs into the USB port of a computer
and is bus-powered through the 5V on the USB bus. At the core of the transmitter
and the receiver is a powerful micro-controller, PSoC3 (CY8C3866AXI-040) which
provides ﬂexibility in terms of programmable analog and digital blocks.
The transmitter unit computes the change in position along both X and Y axes,
and the amount of rotation about the Z axis, since the last transmit time, and sends
them to the receiver. The receiver unit plugs into a standard USB 2.0/3.0 connection
and enumerates as a standard USB HID device. Data received from the transmitter
is formatted in to HID report of a standard mouse and reports it to the USB host (a
computer) every 1ms (conﬁgurable through the USB HID descriptor). Mouse being
a relative positioning devices and not a absolute one, while reporting the rotational
input we go by the same convention. Everytime a report is made, the USB endpoint
buﬀer is reset to zero. Hence the next report corresponds to the change in position
and rotation angle since the previous report period, resulting in relative data. Let us
denote this relative change in position along X axis, change in position along Y axis
and the change in rotation along the Z axis as X, Y and ΘZ, respectively.
Although the USB HID speciﬁcation supports ΘZ (rotation) in the HID report,
no operating system supports this functionality natively. In order to quickly realize
and demonstrate rotational input modality in a mouse we overcome this by treating
the ‘scroll wheel’ channel as rotation. The ΘZ values are fed as 8 bit data (-127 to
128) complying with a standard USB report input ﬁeld (See Appendix for complete
USB HID report).
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3.2

Optical Sensor Version

Fig. 3.2. Optical version of Mushaca

The optical version of Mushaca uses a pair of optical navigation sensors (standard
optical mice uses just one sensor) for sensing the movement and the rotation of the
mouse. Rotation of the mouse is sensed by simply comparing the output from the
two optical sensors. Translational motion is sensed from both the sensors and the
average of the two sensors is used. Speciﬁcally, the optical Mushaca uses ADNS5030
low power optical navigation sensor and a micro-controller for processing the data
from the sensors. The conﬁgurable sensitivity of ADNS5030 allows for changing
the sensitivity of rotation at the lowest level and this makes it possible to control
the acceleration of the rotational input. With an optical sensor of sensitivity of 1000
Counts Per Inch (CPI), it was possible to get 32 counts per degree and hence providing
a very ﬁne resolution. The sensitivity (counts per degree) can also be adjusted at a
fundamental level by adjusting the separation between the two sensors. Larger the
separation between the sensors, larger will be the range of motion for a given angle
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Fig. 3.3. PCB (optical version)

(along the arc of a circle) and hence higher counts per degree. In Mushaca, the two
sensors were placed diagonally for maximum separation.
Figure 3.5 shows the hardware conﬁguration in PSoC3. In total, 3 SPI Master
modules are used. Two modules communicate with the optical sensors and one with
the wireless chip. PSoC3’s unique hardware architecture makes it possible to have 3
separate SPI channels operating concurrently, this might not have been possible with
a single microcontroller with other microcontroller architecture.
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Fig. 3.4. Optical Sensors positioning

3.3

Inertial Version
We considered two possible implementations for the inertial version of Mushaca.

They are,
1. Using two accelerometers: Two MEMS accelerometers placed side-by-side
or one in front of the other can be used to measure both the translation and
rotation of the mouse.
2. Using an accelerometer and a gyroscope: The accelerometer and gyroscope reports could be used to compute the translation and rotation respectively. We have developed a prototype for this conﬁguration and it is as shown
in Figure 3.6. Details of this are described next.
The inertial prototype of Mushaca employs a 3-axis MEMS Accelerometer and
a MEMS Gyroscope for sensing translation motion and rotation respectively. The
acceleration sensed by the accelerometer along the X axis and Y axis of the mouse
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Fig. 3.5. PSoC3 hardware conﬁguration for Optical Mushaca

is integrating twice to compute the X and Y position of the mouse. Algorithms to
compensate for the continuously changing dc-oﬀset and drift errors in the accelerometers was employed. The gyroscope reports the angular rate of rotation when the
mouse is twisted. An integration of the angular rotation rate provides incremental
angle by which the mouse has turned.
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Fig. 3.6. Mushaca prototype (Inertial version)

3.3.1

Engineering the inertial Mushaca

The PCB for the inertial version of Mushaca is shown in Figure 3.8. It consists of
two MEMS sensors: an ADXL335 [23] and a LY330ALH [24]. ADXL335 is a 3-axis
±3g analog accelerometer. LY330ALH is a ±300 degrees per second yaw-rate analog
gyroscope. The accelerations reported by the accelerometer along the X and Y axes
are integrated twice to ﬁnd the distance moved by the mouse across the surface along
each axis. Rotation about the Z axis is obtained by integrating the output of the
gyroscope. The change in position and the change in rotation since the last report
is fed to the host. A snapshot from PSoC Creator (tool for conﬁguring PSoC3 chip)
shows the various software blocks, hardware components and the interconnections
between them. This version of Mushaca is still in the development phase where in the
ﬁltering algorithms are being ﬁnetuned to get the desired level of accuracy necessary
for a general purpose mouse. The PCB shown in Figure 3.8 has been packaged into a
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Fig. 3.7. Casing for the Inertial version of Mushaca

standard mouse case as seen in Figure 3.6. The scroll wheel has been removed from
the casing to avoid the confusion a dead scroll wheel might cause.
Use of inertial sensors to track change in position and compute rotation introduces
three new challenges:
1. Mouse sensing on a sloping plane: Any inertial measurement unit employing
an accelerometer is under the inﬂuence of earth’s gravity. An accelerometer not
only measures accelerations due its motion, but also the eﬀect of ‘g’ if it is not
oriented in the horizontal plane. Acceleration being a vector, a component of
this vector (any vector can be resolved into its components along the principal
axes) aﬀects the actual measurements associated with the device’s motion. Detailed mathematics for this is in progress, due to its complete nature it is not
discussed here.
2. Centering inertial mouse sensing: In Mushaca we have an accelerometer reporting directional acceleration ax and ay along mouse-ﬁxed axes X and Y.
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Fig. 3.8. PCB (inertial version)

The gyroscope reports angular velocity ω about the mouse’s Z axis. The reported ω does not depend its mounted position. However, ax and ay depend
on the location of the accelerometer on the mouse PCB, primarily because of
the rotating gesture. Mushaca being a pointing device, it would be ideal to
have the accelerometer at the center. Due to design constraints in PCB layout
design, mouse casing and manufacturing, it is not always possible to mount the
accelerometer at the center. Detailed mathematics for this is in progress, due
to its complete nature it is not discussed here.
3. DC Oﬀset: Oﬀset refers to the DC output level of the accelerometer when no
motion or gravity is acting on it, often called the 0g-oﬀset [25]. Figure 3.11 shows
the digitally sampled output when the accelerometer is stationary. Ideally, the
output should be zero, but as seen from the plot there is a dc oﬀset associated
with it. The dc oﬀset could be positive or negative and it varies across each
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axis. This oﬀset is a parameter not only dependent on temperature but also on
the motion of the mouse itself. The eﬀect of temperature is not a big problem,
given that it varies only by small amount across large temperatures. However,
its dynamic nature due to the mouse motion aﬀects our computation.
Oﬀset Calibration (Solution): A simple algorithm implemented to solve this is to
store the static acceleration samples and subtract it from every sample from the
actual motion of the mouse. This algorithm not only accounts for the motion of
the mouse itself, but also for the device-to-device variations, mechanical stress
and temperature. Every time mouse comes to a rest position, the dc oﬀset value
is updated.

3.3.2

PSoC3 hardware conﬁguration

ADC Sampling
Figure 3.9 shows the PSOC3 conﬁguration for digitizing the Accelerometer and
Gyroscope data. A custom hardware logic completely free of ﬁrmware was created
to sample the ADC. A Look-Up-Table (LUT) and PWM combination controls an
Analog Mux to select between ADC channels. The ADC channels are connected
toAccelerometer X, Accelerometer Y, Accelerometer Z and Gyroscope outputs through
Analog capable Pins on PSoC. The channel switching and ADC conversions were
synchronized and triggered by the same clock. The ADC End-Of-Conversion signal
triggers a DMA for transferring data from the ADC sample registers to memory. The
data from memory was further passed through a ﬁrmware ﬁlter and processed for
estimating translation and rotation. The computed ΔX, ΔY and ΘZ is then pushed
out on the wireless channel through an SPI interface.
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Fig. 3.9. PSoC3 conﬁguration for Inertial Mushaca

USBFS Block
The Universal Serial Bus Full Speed (USBFS) component from PSoC has been
used to provide USB connectivity for Mushaca. The USB block requires a clock of
48 MHz and the Internal Low Oscillator (ILO) within PSoC should be set to 100
kHz. Mushaca being a Human Interface Device (HID) describes itself to the host
PC (on connection) via descriptor tables: Interface descriptor and report descriptor.
The Interface descriptor deﬁnes Mushaca as a HID device to the PC. The report
descriptor deﬁnes the format and structure of the data Mushaca will provide to the
PC. Figure 3.10 summarizes the report descriptor details for Mushaca (for the optical
and inertial version).

Filtering Accelerometer and Gyroscope Data
Figures 3.12 to 3.15 show plots for accelerometer data for controlled experiments
involving mouse movements. Figure 3.12 shows the raw acceleration (bottom panel)
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Fig. 3.10. Mushaca HID Report Descriptor

and its 32-sample moving average (top panel) for X axis output, when the accelerometer was moved along the horizontal axis from left-to-right-to-left (to be precise, from
A to B and back to A along a line parallel to x-axis). A similar plot is shown in
Figure 3.13 for fast movement of the accelerometer. Comparing the moving-averaged
acceleration from the two ﬁgures we observe that regions of activity are more dis-
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tinct when the accelerometer is moved fast. Similar explanations hold good for the
gyroscope.

Fig. 3.11. Static Accelerometer (X axis values)

Fig. 3.12. Slow accelerometer movement, left-right-left (X axis values)
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Fig. 3.13. Fast accelerometer movement, left-right-left (X axis values)

Fig. 3.14. Velocity and Displacement for slow accelerometer movement
(X axis values)

3.3.3

Wireless Chip

Mushaca uses the nRF24L01P module for wireless communication. This module
uses nRF24L01+ trans-receiver, an 8 pin chip from Nordic Semiconductor [26]. It
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Fig. 3.15. Velocity and Displacement for fast accelerometer movement (X
axis values)

operates in the 2.4 GHz ISM band and is suitable for low power (1.9 to 3.6 V)
applications such as a mouse. Both the transmitter and receiver in Mushaca have an
nRF24L01 module for transmission and reception, respectively. The nRF24L01P was
the wireless device of choice due its bandwidth and low power operation. Providing
up to 2Mbps datarate, it consumes power as low as 11.3mA in transmission mode and
900nA in power down mode. These numbers are no worse in comparison with custom
ASICs used by most mouse manufacturers. Even if the power consumption is reduced
by 1mA, the power saving is still signiﬁcant because the overall power consumption
of the entire mouse device itself is under 30mA.
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4. CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTS
We conducted four user studies to evaluate the utility and limitations of rotational
input for a mouse, split into two sets: realistic usages of rotation in comparison
with a standard mouse (three experiments), and an in-depth experiment studying
the perception of rotation for Mushaca. The realistic use-cases demonstrate how
simultaneously being able to control both planar position and rotation can be intuitive
to use and can improve user performance. They also show how direct rotational input
can replace existing paradigms for rotation, such as using turn handle, sliders, or the
scroll wheel on a standard mouse. Each experiment involved multiple trials with
varying diﬃculty. We used completion time as the performance metric for comparing
Mushaca with a standard mouse.
In the fourth experiment, we focused exclusively on Mushaca with no comparison
to a standard mouse, and studied the impact of the mismatch between visual and
motor space on participant accuracy. The goal of this experiment was twofold:
• Quantize errors due to mismatch between the visual frame of reference and
rotating frame of reference of mouse.
• Understand the cognitive load and physical discomfort of twisting the wrist to
manipulate an object on the computer.

4.1

Participants
We recruited 18 paid participants (15 male, 3 female) from the student population

at our university (ages 21 to 28, average 25 years). Participants were all self-selected
volunteers with no skill requirements other than being proﬁcient in using a computer
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mouse with their right hand. Each participant was compensated with $10 upon
completion of the full study.

4.2

Apparatus
The experiment was conducted on an Apple MacBook Pro with 2.5 GHz processor,

4 GB RAM, and Mac OS X Version 10.9.2. Two of the experimental applications
were of size 640 × 360 and 800 × 360 and centered on a 1440 × 900, 19” LCD monitor.
The rest of the applications were fullscreen on the same monitor. To interact with
the applications, the participants were provided with a standard wireless mouse, and
an optical version of Mushaca (which was also wireless).

4.3

Procedure
Participants were furst given general instructions about each experiment and the

trials. A demonstration of performing the actual task with a standard mouse and
Mushaca was also given prior to the start of each experiment. Following the demonstration, participants were guided through four practice trials with each mouse. They
were free to continue to practice. During the study, most participants were comfortable and took up the actual trials after four practice trials.
The ﬁrst three experiments consisted of at most 12 trials with each mouse—
standard mouse and Mushaca. The fourth experiment comprised of 48 trials with
Mushaca. Participants had the option to rest indeﬁnitely between trials. Each trial
was timed; the timer started only when the participant performsed the ﬁrst click on
the object of interest, and stopped when the participant ﬁnished the task successfully.
A complete session lasted about 60 minutes, including training. After the completion of the trials, participants were asked to ﬁll out a survey comparing Mushaca and
standard mouse. They were also asked to provide any general feedback on Mushaca,
the experiments, and rotational input.
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4.4

Experiment 1 – 2D Object Matching
In this experiment, the task given to a user was to match two puzzle pieces on a

2D plane by aligning one piece on top of another. As shown in Figure 4.1, the two
puzzle pieces diﬀer in their orientation and are separated by a distance. The red piece
was the target (ﬁxed, but random position in each trial), while user was required to
move and rotate the white one.

Fig. 4.1. Matching two puzzle pieces by clicking and dragging. The standard mouse requires turning a handle to rotate the object.

• Factors: Device type (D):
– Standard mouse (S) provides rotation input through a turning handle,
translation by dragging.
– Mushaca (M ) provides simultaneous rotation (twisting the wrist) and
translation (by dragging).
• Metrics: Completion Time (T ) in seconds.
• Hypothesis: We formulate one hypothesis:
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H1 M will be faster than S. Having access to rotational degree-of-freedom
in Mushaca will eliminate activation costs associated with enabling the
turning handles for rotation. Rotating objects while they are being moved
using Mushaca will enable easier and quicker matching of 2D objects than
for the standard mouse.
• Results: We present the results in several forms below: quantitative completion times, and user behavior.
– Completion time: We analyzed the completion time measurements using repeated-measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA). We found a signiﬁcant eﬀect of device type (D) on completion time (F (1, 17) = 19.8, p <
.001). Figure 4.2(a) shows completion times averaged across all repetitions
and all users. The average times were 7.6 seconds with Mushaca and 11.1
seconds with a standard mouse; a 46% improvement.
– User Behavior:
Standard mouse – separate rotation + translation: With a standard
mouse, most users ﬁrst placed the white object approximately on the red
one. By dragging the turn handle, they then rotated the white piece to
match with the red piece. After rotating the white piece to a good degree of
alignment, users further tried to reposition the object, then they switched
back to rotation. This continued until the objects were matched.
Mushaca – simultaneous rotation + translation: With Mushaca,
users dragged the white puzzle piece and placed it on the red one. Nearly
all the users rotated the object by twisting while it was being moved to
the destination. Some users twisted their wrist, while a few other rotated
the entire arm or a combination of both to rotate the object.
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4.5

Experiment 2 - 3D Object Matching
In this experiment, users were asked to match two cubes in 3D, i.e. aligning one

cube with another. As shown in Figure 4.3, the two cubes have diﬀerent positions
and yaw angles. For simplicity, the movement of the cube was restricted to a single
axis (Y-axis), while rotation was about the yaw axis (Z-axis). Speciﬁcally, users were
required to move and rotate the cube on the right side (blue border) to match it with
the ﬁxed cube on the left side (red border).
• Factors: Device type (D):
– Standard mouse (S) provides rotation input using the scroll wheel, translation by dragging.
– Mushaca (M ) provides simultaneous rotation (twisting the wrist) and
translation (by dragging).
• Metrics: Completion Time (T ) in seconds.
• Hypothesis: We formulate a single hypothesis:
H2 M will be faster than S. For a standard mouse, the scroll wheel rotates the
cube, and dragging the mouse translates it. The muscle groups associated
with these two operations are diﬀerent and diﬃcult to coordinate simultaneously. Most people will not scroll while dragging the mouse. With
Mushaca, every wrist action directly translates to manipulations of the
cube in both rotation and translation that eliminates activation costs and
will result in lower completion time.
• Results: We present the results in several forms below: completion times, user
behavior, and subjective feedback:
– Completion time: RM-ANOVA analysis of the completion times (T )
shows that the device type (D) has a marginal (but not signiﬁcant) eﬀect
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on completion time (F (1, 17) = 3.162, p = 0.0971). Figure 4.2(b) shows
completion times averaged across all repetitions and all users. The average
times were 6.5 seconds with Mushaca and 7.6 seconds with a standard
mouse, a 16.9% improvement for Mushaca.
– User Behavior:
Standard mouse – rotation through scroll wheel: Most users stopped
dragging the mouse to rotate the cube using the scroll wheel.

They

switched between movement of the cube and its rotation several times,
until the task was complete. Four (out of 18) participants turned the
wheel with their middle ﬁnger to rotate the cube while it was being moved.
These participants self reported their regular use of a mouse and exceptional computer gaming skills.
Mushaca – rotation through twist of the wrist: The majority of the
participants simultaneously moved and rotated the cube.
– Subjective feedback:
Ease and speed: Even though wrist rotation was directly compatible
with the rotation of the cube, some users reported diﬃculty in coordinating simultaneous movement and rotation in 3D.
Precision: Some users reported that they preferred the scroll wheel for
rotation the cube due its precision. A few participants reported diﬃculty in making ﬁne adjustments through wrist rotation.
Physical demand: A small number reported discomfort using the scroll
wheel for rotating the object. This was especially evident from the
continuous use of the scroll wheel for larger angles.
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4.6

Experiment 3 - Steering with Rotation
In this experiment the objective was to steer a boat through a river, (from Start

to End in ﬁgure 4.4) while avoiding collisions with the banks. The task involves not
just moving the boat along the path, but steering through turns when necessary.
Many trajectory-based tasks such as drawing, writing, and calligraphy are possible
with modern computers. However, the lack of a consistent way to input hand gestures
makes tasks such as these unnatural. This experiment highlights how Mushaca could
enable rotational input for such tasks.
• Factors: Device type (D):
– Standard mouse (S) turns the boat using the scroll wheel, whereas dragging steers the boat.
– Mushaca (M ) translates its rotation to turns of the boat and its positional
change to boat movement.
• Metrics: Completion Time (T ) in seconds.
• Hypothesis: We formulate a single hypothesis:
H3 M will be faster than S. As the boat is being steered by dragging Mushaca,
it can be turned by simultaneously twisting the wrist. When steering
through a continuously curving path, the continually available rotation input enables graceful turns of the boat to avoid the banks. With a standard
mouse, switching between the scroll wheel (for turning the boat) and dragging (for moving it) will slow down the user. This eﬀect is exacerbated
when the path is serpentine.
• Results: We present the results in several forms below: completion times, user
behavior, and subjective feedback:
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– Completion time: RM-ANOVA analysis of the completion time shows
that the device type (D) has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on the completion time
(F (1, 17) = 14.36, p < 0.001). Figure 4.2(c) shows completion times. The
average times were 16.4 and 22.6 seconds with Mushaca and a standard
mouse, respectively, a 37.8% improvement in favor of Mushaca.
– User Behavior:
Standard mouse - rotation through scroll wheel: Except for four
participants (who scrolled with their middle ﬁnger while dragging the
boat), all other participants stopped dragging to turn the boat using the
scroll wheel. These four participants self-reported their exceptional computer gaming skills.
Mushaca - turn through twist of the wrist: Nearly all participants
turned the boat while it was being moved to keep it parallel with the banks.
Some users were so absorbed in the task that they did not realize that they
ran out of mousepad space, and continued steering the boat to ﬁnish the
task without clutching.
– Subjective feedback:
Cognitive load: A small number of participants reported that when the
boat was being moved, it turned even if it was not intentional. These
participants reported minimal usage of the mouse on a regular basis.

4.7

Experiment 4 – Eﬀects of Rotation
The ﬁnal experiment studied Mushaca in detail without comparison to a standard

mouse. Instead, the participant is asked to ﬁrst rotate a gray shape (a car) by twisting
Mushaca until it matches with a red shape (Figure 4.5(a)). The angle between the
cars vary from trial to trial. Once the cars are matched, the gray car turns green and
the red car disappears. Now users are shown an arrow instructing themm to move
the car in the speciﬁed direction (Figure 4.5(b)). In the ﬁrst half of the experiment,
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the participant does not see the actual movement of the car or the cursor (no visual
feedback) when dragging the mouse to follow the arrow. However, a progress bar
ﬁlls up the arrow to provide an indication of progress (Figure 4.5(b)). In the second
half of the experiment, the green car moves as the mouse is dragged (Figure 4.5(c)),
providing visual feedback. The direction for the green car is randomly chosen.
• Factors: We included the below factors in Experiment 4:
– Car Angle (C): determines the initial angle to which the wrist must be
turned to match the cars.
– Arrow Angle (A): governs the direction in which the user must move the
green car with a twisted wrist.
– Visual Feedback (V ): Enabling and disabling visual feedback determines
whether the green car is moved in response to user input.
• Metrics: Angular error (E) for the twisted hand movement, expressed as the
absolute angular diﬀerence between the actual and intended destination of the
green car.
• Hypotheses: We formulate three hypotheses here:
H4 Larger A results in higher E. Increasing Car Angle increases the mismatch
between the visual and motor space of the user. Beyond a certain angle,
physical discomfort plays a role, increasing the error.
H5 Enabling V minimizes E. Providing visual feedback activates kinesthetic
feedback and proprioception cues associated with the user’s muscle motor
feedback system, correcting for angular errors.
H6 Certain combinations of C and A result in large errors. Even though visual feedback reduces angular errors, physical discomfort associated with
twisting the hand gives rise to angular errors.
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• Results: An RM-ANOVA on the data from this experiment is in favor of our
hypothesis. The Car Angle (A) has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on error (F (5, 17) =
19.462, p < .001). The boxplots for errors (Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b))
show U-shaped pattern with minimum errors when the Car Angles are small
(when the wrist has not twisted too much). Errors are higher for negative
Car Angles, e.g. when a right-handed user twists the wrist inwards or counterclockwise.
The analysis also tells us that visual feedback has a signiﬁcant eﬀect on error
(F (1, 17) = 49.265, p < .001). Comparing Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b),
the errors are clearly lower when visual feedback is enabled. We averaged the
errors for all participants across all Car Angles, the box plot for which is shown
in Figure 4.6(c). Reduction in error when visual feedback is enabled is easily
noticeable.
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(a) Matching 2D objects.

(b) Matching 3D objects.

(c) Steering with rotation.
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Fig. 4.3. Matching two cubes in 3D.

Fig. 4.4. Maneuvering a boat through a river.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4.5. Experiment 4: (a) Rotating the gray car to match the red car. (b)
With visual feedback disabled, the car does not move, only the movement
arrow ﬁlls up to indicate progress. (c) With visual feedback enabled, users
see the car move in response to their input.
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Fig. 4.6. Angular error in Experiment 4 as a function of original car orientation. In (a), small car angles (30◦ and −30◦ ) result in smaller angular error
(Tukey HSD, p < .05). Enabling visual feedback (b) results in signiﬁcantly
lower error (RM-ANOVA, p < .001).
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5. DISCUSSION
Summarizing the results, we see the following:
• Matching 2D objects was signiﬁcantly faster with Mushaca when compared to
a standard mouse (conﬁrming H1);
• 3D object matching was only marginally faster with Mushaca than for a standard mouse (rejecting H2);
• Steering objects through curved paths can be performed faster with Mushaca
than a normal mouse (conﬁrming H3);
• The rotating frame of reference of Mushaca aﬀects the users interpretation of
directions, resulting in erroneous mouse movement (conﬁrming H4);
• Users learn through proprioception and get accustomed to the changing coordinate system if proper visual feedback is provided; Figure 4.6(b) conﬁrms H5;
and
• Twisting the wrist to rotate virtual objects introduces physical restriction on
mouse motion resulting in errors that cannot be completely eliminated (conﬁrming H6).

5.1

Explaining the Results
Given the above resuls, let us now look at each experiment and extend our intuition

to the results.
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5.1.1

Experiment 1: 2D Object Matching

With a standard mouse, participants constantly switched between rotation (turning handle) and position control (dragging the mouse). Jumping between controls
several times not only had activation costs, but also made the process clumsy.
Physical manipulations on Mushaca were directly translated to the reaction of the
2D object, identical to manipulating objects in the real world with hands. Furthermore, manipulations through the simultaneously available rotational and translational
degree of freedom made the process easier, resulting in lesser completion time.

5.1.2

Experiment 2: 3D Object Matching

Similar arguments hold for 3D object matching. The bulk of the participants
simultaneously moved and rotated the cube, resulting in marginally faster alignment
of the cubes. Even though wrist rotation is directly compatible with the rotation
of the cube, some users struggled with simultaneous translation and rotation in 3D.
Due to increased cognitive load, the performance improvement was not signiﬁcant
(p = 0.0971).
The precision oﬀered by the scroll wheel in a standard mouse for rotating the cube
was evident from users performance during the study. Although Mushaca is capable
of detecting very small angular changes (1/32 of a degree), users reported that ﬁne
adjustments by twisting the hand was diﬃcult. Further work is needed to understand
the precision possible for rotational input using the wrist.

5.1.3

Experiment 3: Steering with Rotation

The majority of the participants took full advantage of rotation to turn the boat,
even with very little training. They learnt to steer the boat using the simultaneous
degrees of freedom, resulting in smooth motion and faster task completion.
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5.1.4

Experiment 4: Eﬀects of Rotation

As the angle between the cars increase, the mismatch between the frame of reference seen on the display and that of Mushaca (held by the user) increases. When
instructed to move in a given direction by showing an arrow, most users wexre unaware of the rotated frame of reference of the device, and their movement was hence
erroneous as validated through Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b). From the same ﬁgures, we can even see that the errors are signiﬁcantly higher for negative Car Angles,
that is when a right-handed user rotates his/her wrist to the left (counterclockwise).
Intuitively, when the wrist has rotated left, physical discomfort is prominent.
Comparing Figure 4.6(a) and Figure 4.6(b) clearly proves our hypothesis that
visual feedback reduces angular errors associated with the rotating frame of reference.
The same argument is given by Figure 4.6(c) as well as our statistical analysis.

5.2

Generalizing the Results
The three scenarios covered by the user study constitute simple tasks such as 2D

manipulations, 3D object manipulation, and steering objects. Studies have shown
that the time taken to rotate real world objects is much faster compared to rotating
virtual objects, attributing to the frame of references eﬀects [27]. A 3DOF device
such as the Mushaca may be able to eliminate some of these diﬀerences. Beyond just
simple manipulations, the third degree of freedom in Mushaca can be used to control
the scale of images, zoom level of maps, changing thickness in calligraphy, panning
control in ﬁrst-person games, and so on. Poston and Srikanth [28] describe a few such
applications that can beneﬁt from the third degree of freedom that devices such as
the Mushaca provide.
The choice of participants in our study may also have an impact on the results.
All the participants were randomly selected engineering students from our university.
Most of them were regular users of computers, a few had considerable computer gaming experience. Some users reported diﬃculty in coordinating simultaneous rotation
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and translation with Mushaca. We believe that artists and designers could achieve
this with ease, possibly due to their dexterity and interpretation of the 3D space. We
intend to study this through a follow-up study. It would also be interesting to study
how a person with no computer mouse experience uses Mushaca.
Although twisting or rotating the wrist is a natural process, rotating beyond a
certain degree is physically strenuous due to anatomical reasons compared to moving
of a mouse. A couple of users reported physical discomfort, and even mentioned the
possibility of developing soreness due to wrist rotation. A direct mapping between
the rotation of Mushaca and the rotation of the object of interest might produce
awkwardness for large angles. One approach might be to accelerate the rotational
input to minimize such eﬀects.
Finally, we opted not to perform a rigorous Fitts’ Law [19, 20, 22] or Steering
Law [1,21] experiment for the Mushaca because we were primarily interested in practical usage of the device. However, our informal testing indicates that an angular
formulation of Fitts’ Law [29] could be applied to the Mushaca. We leave such experiments for future work.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This thesis has presented a model for a computer mouse with rotational input. The
model was realized through Mushaca, a pointing device that supports rotation, which
kinesiology has shown is inseparably integrated with the traditional translation measured by a mouse [8]. We created two hardware prototypes to realize our model of a
mouse with rotation input: one optical, and one using MEMS transducers. Through
controlled user studies we have shown that users were easily able to adopt rotational
input in Mushaca with minimal or no relearning. Furthermore, we found that visual
feedback can eliminate angular errors associated with the rotating frame of reference.
In general, we believe simple rotation input introduced through Mushaca could
become a standard feature of the ubiquitous mouse. Our rotation-sensing devices
open up a number of possibilities, such as for gesture recognition, target acquisition,
and other input devices such as a pen or stylus. We also intend to explore how users
perform when the frame of reference in display space and motor space are merged.
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